
14158: "still ideas got during the lockdown enjoying the nice weather and getting

inspired by the many walks with the kids to the river and later visiting utrecht

after the lockdown getting back to more urban inspired ideas and also noting ideas

during my first bike rides outside the city and in general while waiting for livia

to fall asleep"

12217: "with the world news focusing now almost exclusively on the pandemic second

wave  still  able  to  search  for  casualties  especially  in  the  middle  east  with

several occurrences in afghanistan"

15139: "a month with rather clean air also going to utrecht with the kids finding

no  traffic  with  the  coronavirus  restrictions  keeping  most  people  home  and

reactivating  the  car  during  the  autumn  holiday  driving  to  mostly  natural

destinations only breathing some emissions of other cars and of airplanes when

traveling to be with august in sweden but once there finding the air very clean"

08134: "fable written about a sloth seeing on tv and focusing on her long arms and

her obsession to cuddle a tree at last making it become such tree also in turn

obsessed to cuddle and writing this fable from the netherlands later finishing it

while visiting august in his swedish farm"

01202: "a quite productive month spent taking care of the family with myrthe

having to work more nonetheless managing to also keep up building my mosaic tiles

in the shed mostly at night and to also keep up my overall project at last with

myrthe  going  on  holiday  and  spending  a  week  traveling  to  different  natural

destinations in the netherlands doing quite some hiking and also later going to

visit august in sweden using the mornings to update my project and its thesis to

also hike in the afternoons always in the nature avoiding the virus infected

cities but in the end not using so many objects beside for cooking"

10167: "still several boyscouts passing through our mountain village and asking me

to pose with a mushroom for one of their assignments and getting to know them

despite also some bed weather and also getting to know a local guy teaching me how

to medicate a wound with a special grass"

12218: "a period checking the news also while visiting august in sweden reading of

a lot of islam motivated attacks in africa but also in europe and some natural

catastrophes particularly in turkey but also gas line explosions causing not so

many casualties"

05156:  "reactivating  the  car  during  myrthe's  fall  vacation  with  the  pandemic

restrictions no longer allowing us to take trains and visit cities now driving to

many different natural sights both north and south of our dutch town and taking

many important walks with also the kids at times also walking and with livia

feeling most excited about the forest environment and taking also minor walks

aside from the many usual walks in culemborg at last also going to visit august in



sweden for his fall vacation and with him taking many walks reviving old places

like hammarskog and a nice new elevated walk by the lake but also one afternoon

crossing the entire natural reserve aside from taking walks around his property

with quite a lot of the old forest being cleared"

16156: "a month initially cold and with quite some rain although spending still

quite some time outside especially during myrthe's fall vacation and despite the

incredible surge of the pandemic at last also going to sweden finding it quite dry

but always gray never seen a single ray of sun to then make it back to holland

with an awful weather soon turning into a beautiful blue and sunny autumn always

outside with the kids and at times even without wearing any jacket"

18152: "a period with quite some wind experienced in the netherlands blowing away

a lot of the autumn leaves and also some days of almost now wind particularly in

sweden spending a week there visiting august with not even a leave moving and then

making it back to the netherlands with quite some turbulence but at last also very

calm days with always a bit of wind at last picking back up"

17121: "shapes of clouds observed entirely while in the netherlands waiting for

the winter tires of our old car to be mounted or while taking nice bike rides

memorizing  the  shapes  in  my  head  but  also  spending  time  outdoor  with  august

visiting us"

09143: "recording thoughts also while in sweden waiting for august to do sports

outdoor and taking walks in a perfectly still autumn landscape being able to get

quite in depth and back in holland walking a lot but using all my mental energies

to talk to little livia showing her around and explaining her things and only

really being able to record my thoughts with herat school taking long walks with

little silvester still however feeling distracted by all the negotiations to rent

the venice apartment for a long time but very little money"

03145: "still in the mountains now getting a break from building my museum there

picking august up from the airport and listening to music in the car also doing

grocery and picking the girls who were supposed to help me filming the building of

the installation and still singing songs to the kids especially during some rainy

days with also hanneke and her family visiting us to at last listening to the

radio traveling back to the netherlands through europe"

09144: "still recording quite consistently my thoughts other than at times my

brain being concerned with the negotiations to rent my venice apartment and also

spending much time talking to livia or trying to pacify little silvester both

feeling quite ill and nonetheless having quite some thoughts to record despite

having become a nobody and wanting to become even more so after rereading the

whole of seneca"

13209:  "filming  still  in  our  village  once  again  locked  up  there  by  the  new



restrictions to curb the rise of the coronavirus pandemic and still feeling able

to provide a nice variety of places also to my kids going a bit in different

directions based on the weather and the wind and shortly also visiting august in

sweden but there never venturing in the highly infected cities keeping with him

mostly in the nature and revisiting the places of his childhood before coming back

to our little dutch town and taking advantage of the nice weather to take the kids

for longer strolls"

04143: "a month with quite a bit of a bad vibe about the curator students stealing

the hard disk with the documentation of the making of my museum but then feeling

happy to be with august in sweden although getting quite frustrated about his

mother and back in holland enjoying the sun and much outdoor accepting to be

without any income but glad to be able to pursue my project and the care of my

kids"


